**ACCU-CHEK® Safe-T-Pro Plus**

**Three depth settings, one lancet**

**The Clinical Challenge:**
Using the wrong type of lancet can be a pain—for patients and your healthcare facilities. With different patient skin types, choosing the right depth of lancet is important to reduce the pain to the patient. And stocking multiple lancets may increase inventory costs and training requirements.

**The Clinical Solution:**
The ACCU-CHEK Safe-T-Pro Plus lancet offers three depth settings (1.3, 1.8, and 2.3mm) for various patient conditions, such as thin skin or calloused fingers, and is also compliant with depth recommendations for neonates. Simply select the depth that provides the greatest comfort—while at the patient’s bedside—and easily obtain an adequate blood sample for single dose tests.

The ACCU-CHEK Safe-T-Pro Plus lancet simplifies inventory management, which may reduce inventory costs—one lancet can be used on all patients. And training is minimal on this simple-to-use device.

The ACCU-CHEK Safe-T-Pro Plus lancet is designed to meet OSHA requirements mandating “safety-engineered” needle devices. The lancet automatically retracts after use to help prevent accidental fingersticks and enhance infection control.

Engineered to help clinicians provide quality patient care, the single-use, multi-depth ACCU-CHEK Safe-T-Pro Plus lancet brings comfort and safety to patients and clinicians.

---

**Better patient care**
- Three depth settings work with varying patient types
- Thin, silicone coated needle with beveled tip offers improved comfort

**Safety-engineered**
- Retractable needle meets OSHA requirements which helps reduce accidental fingersticks and enhance infection control

**Economic value**
- Single SKU helps simplify inventory management
- Minimal training required
ACCU-CHEK Safe-T-Pro Plus lancets:
Safety, convenience and comfort for all types of patients

Simple three-step process:

1. **Twist** off cap.
   - Remove purple sterility cap with a *simple twist.*

2. **Set** depth.
   - Choose setting of 1.3, 1.8, or 2.3mm by *turning depth adjuster.* The lancet is pre-set at 1.8mm.

3. **Press** purple button.
   - Cleanse the puncture site according to your facility's protocols, then *gently hold lancet* against side of fingertip (middle or ring finger is recommended) and press purple button to activate. Excess pressure on the finger should be avoided. Properly discard the lancet and cap after use.

For more information, contact your Roche Diagnostics representative or call the ACCU-CHEK Customer Care Service Center any time at 1-800-440-3638, or visit www.poc.roche.com.

Available in boxes of 200 lancets.
ACCU-CHEK Safe-T-Pro Plus lancets
Cat. No. 03448622001
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A unique safety-engineered mechanism retracts the lancet after use to help prevent accidental fingersticks and cross contamination during disposal.

---

1. CLSI standard LA04-A5: Specimen Collection for Newborn Screening Quick Guide.
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